Relationship between helix-coil transition and gene organization of ColE1 plasmid DNA. Differential scanning calorimetric and theoretical studies.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out to analyze the transition of helix to coil state of DNA, using ColE1 DNA molecules digested with EcoRI. The DSC curves showed multimodal transition, consisting of nine to 11 peaks over a temperature range, depending on the ionic strength of the DNA solution. These DSC curves were essentially in good agreement with the optical melting curves of ColE1 DNA. The theoretical melting profiles of ColE1 DNA were predicted from calculations based on the helix-coil transition theory and the nucleotide sequence of the DNA. These profiles resembled the DSC curves and made it possible to assign the peaks seen in the DSC curves to the helix-coil transition of particular regions of the nucleotide sequence of ColE1. The helix-coil transition of each of the small genes gave rise to a single peak in the DSC curve, while the helix-coil transition of large genes contributed to two or more peaks in the DSC curve. This multimodal transition within a single coding region might correspond to the melting of individual segments encoding the different domains of the proteins. The helix-coil transition at the specific sites including ori, the origin of replication of ColE1, was also found to occur in a particular temperature range. DSC, a simple method, is thus useful for analyzing the multimodal helix-coil transition of DNA, and for providing information on the genetic organization of DNA.